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1 Introduction
This is a proposal to encode the Khojki script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646). It replaces
the following documents:
• L2/08-201: “Towards an Encoding for the Khojki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N3596 L2/09-101 “Proposal to Encode the Khojki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N3883 L2/10-326 “Revised Proposal to Encode the Khojki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
This document is a revision of N3883 L2/10-326. Major changes from the previous proposal include the
removal of some vowel and consonant letters, the reassignment of glyphs for some consonant letters, revision
of the code chart, and the inclusion of new specimens. The ISO proposal summary form is enclosed.
2 Overview
Khojki is a writing system used by the Nizari Ismaili community of South Asia for recording religious
literature. It was developed in Sindh, now in Pakistan, for representing the Sindhi language. The script
spread to surrounding regions and was used for writing Gujarati, Punjabi, and Siraiki, as well as several
languages allied with Hindi. It was also used for writing Arabic and Persian. The name ‘Khojki’ (𑈉𑈲𑈐
khojakī, Devanagari खोजकᳱ khojakī) is derived from the Persian honorific title هجاوخ k̲h̲wājah “master,
lord”. It is a translation of the Sanskrit ठाकुर ṭhākura, which was used as a title of address by the Lohānạ̄
community, who were were among the early Hindu converts to the Nizari Ismaili tradition in South Asia.1
Khojki is a Brahmi-based script of the Sindhi branch of the Landa family, which is a class of mercantile
scripts related to Sharada.2 It is considered to be a refined version of the Lohānạ̄kī script that was developed
as a liturgical script for recording Ismaili literature. Popular Nizari Ismaili tradition states that Khojki was
invented and propagated by Pir Sadruddin (Ṣadr al-Dīn), an Ismaili missionary actively working with the
Lohānạ̄ community. Khojki is one of two Landa scripts that were developed into formal liturgical scripts for
1 Daftary 2008: 26–27. 2 See Pandey 2010a and 2011.
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use by religious communities; the other is Gurmukhi, which was developed for writing the sacred literature
of the Sikh tradition (see tables 2–4 for a comparison). Khojki is also called ‘Sindhi’ and ‘Khwajah Sindhi’.
Khojki was in use by the 16th century , as attested by manuscript evidence.3 It was used primarily for
recording literature known as ginān (𑈞𑈬𑈞 < Sanskrit᭄ान jñāna ‘knowledge’). These compositions, which
were originally transmitted orally, are attributed to Pir Sadruddin, Pir Shamsuddin, and others, and expound
upon several mystical, mythological, didactic, cosmological and eschatological themes, and some contain
hagiographic accounts of Ismaili saints.4 The majority of ginān literature exists in manuscript form, but
beginning in the 19th century, hundreds of lithographs and books containing these compositions were pro-
duced. The printing of Khojki books flourished after Laljibhai Devraj produced metal types for Khojki in
Germany for use at his Khoja Sindhi Printing Press in Mumbai.5
Khojki materials are archived at several institutions throughout the world. The first collection of Khojki
manuscripts belongs to the Ismaili Tariqa and Religious Education Board (formerly the Ismailia Associa-
tion).6 A large collection of manuscripts and books are housed at the Institute of Ismaili Studies in London.
Smaller collections are held at Harvard University and the National Archives of Pakistan. Sizeable private
collections are also maintained by members of the Ismaili community.
While usage of Khojki has declined over the past century, it is used wherever Nizari Ismaili Muslims of
South Asian origin reside. The largest communities are found in Pakistan, India, Canada, United States,
United Kingdom, Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda. Khojki primers continue to be published in Pakistan for
teaching the script. Khojki manuscripts and books are used in Ismaili ceremonies not only in South Asia, but
in east and south Africa, where large diaspora communities had formed by the 19th century. The script was
also used by communities related to the Nizari Ismailis, such as the Imamshahis of Gujarat. Moreover, there
are specialists around the globe who study the script, as well as Ismaili history, literature, and culture. An
encoding for Khojki in the UCS will provide a means for the Ismaili community and specialists to preserve
literature in the script and to advance the study of Ismaili and South Asian religious and literary culture.
3 Proposed Characters
The proposed character repertoire and names list for Khojki is given in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The script is
currently allocated to the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP) at the range U+11200..U+1124F.
3.1 Establishing the Character Repertoire
The proposal aims to provide a character set that may be used to encode any Khojki document. This task is
somewhat difficult because of the absence of a standard for Khojki and the differences in the historical and
modern usage and meaning of several characters. The character repertoire and glyph assignments proposed
here are based upon an analysis of Khojki characters presented in primary sources, such as Tajddin (1989),
and secondary sources, such as Allana (1969), Asani (1992), Grierson (1905), Shackle and Moir (1992), and
Stack (1849). Also used are script charts from various other sources.
The presence of characters with which readers of Khojki may not be familiar should not distract, but rather
should be understood as an element of the script that at some historical period and within a particular region
was used in a Khojki document, and therefore, as belonging to the broader Khojki repertoire.
3 Daftary 2008: 24. 4 Daftary 2008: 23. 5 Tajddin 2003. 6 Asani 2002: 130.
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3.2 Issues With Character-Glyph Assignments
There are many issues related to the assignment of glyphs for certain consonant letters for Khojki.7 One is the
use of a single glyph for representing multiple phonemes. A reason for such ambiguity is the use of Khojki
outside of Sindh by scribes unfamiliar with the Sindhi language. When non-Sindhi speakers wrote Khojki,
certain characters that represented sounds specific to Sindhi, such as the implosive consonant letters (,
, , ) lost their original phonetic values. As a result of this neutralization, the original glyphs for
these letters were reassigned to other consonants within the same articulation class.
The phonetic neutralization and shifts in glyph assignments is evidenced in charts for Khojki published over
the years. For example, as shown in Figure 8, the glyph𑈡 was used originally for /b/, 𑈢 for /ɓ/, and 𑈣 for
/bʱ/. However, as illustrated in the Khojki primer by Tajddin (1989), given in Figure 9, the Sindhi implosive
/ɓ/ ceased to be representing using a unique letter and the original glyph 𑈢 assigned to it became conflated
with /b/. In turn, 𑈡 was dissociated from its original value /b/ and was used for writing /bʱ/, which was
already written as 𑈣. Glyphs assignments for other groups of consonants letters, such as 𑈛  and 𑈜 
also shifted in a similar way. These changes were part of a reform of Khojki that took place in the 1930s.8
The difficulty of developing a standard for Khojki in the UCS lies in determining if the character-glyph
assignments should be made according to historical or modern usage. Historical usage offers a means for
resolving the ambiguous assignments of glyphs to characters by reverting to the original Khojki repertoire.
On the other hand, the modern assignments may be more familiar to current readers of Khojki and are used
in primers that are currently in circulation, as exemplified by the specimen in Figure 9.
The historical Khojki repertoire offers the most practical means for representing the broadest range of Khojki
records. Of particular importance is the unique representation of characters used for the Sindhi implosive
consonants, which as noted above, are not accommodated with uniformity in several modern Khojki materi-
als. The glyphs and names for these characters are assigned based upon the phonetic values originally used
in Sindh, since it was in areas outside of Sindh where these letters were neutralized. A list of the different
attested uses of particular glyphs is documented in Section 4.5.
Given the multiple ways in which certain Khojki letters have been used historically, the proposed glyph
assignments and character names should be viewed simply as a practical means to standardize the technical
representation of Khojki. That the glyph 𑈢 is assigned the named  instead of , or that𑈑 is named 
instead of , does not restrict their usage to any particular phoneme. This approach to the Khojki repertoire
permits each attested Khojki character, whether historical or modern, to be uniquely identified in the UCS.
3.3 Source for Character Glyphs
The font used here was originally developed by Pyarali Jiwa and is titled ‘Khojki Jiwa’. Several glyphs in
the font have been revised and new ones added by the present author.
The glyphs for the digitized Khojki font are based upon the metal fonts developed by Laljibhai Devraj in
1903. Devraj produced the first printed editions of ginān-s and other Ismaili literature at his Khoja Sindhi
Printing Press in Bombay. Although there were several Khojki printers in Sindh, Gujarat, and Bombay, the
majority of books were printed by Devraj, and his typefaces is universally recognized by readers of Khojki.
Glyphs for characters that were not originally part of Devraj’s fonts have been designed with the spirit of
Devraj’s style. It is hoped this faithfulness to Devraj’s work will mirror the ‘standard’ appearance of Khojki
to which the Nizari Ismaili community is accustomed.
7 See Asani (1987: 447–448) for details. 8 Shafique Virani, personal correspondence, February 2009.
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4 Implemention Details
4.1 Structure
The general structure (phonetic order, mātrā reordering, use of virāma, etc.) of Khojki is similar to that of
other Indic scripts based upon the Brahmi model. It is written from left-to-right.
4.2 Virāma
The Khojki ◌𑈵  is identical in function to corresponding characters in other Indic scripts. It is written
to the right of a consonant letter. The form ◌  is attested in a few printed books, eg. Sindhī pahelī copadị̄
(Bombay: Khoja Sindhi Printing Press, 1910), but it is an attempt tomimic the form of the sign inDevanagari.
In some texts,  may be represented as ◌𑈴 , but this practice was very limited.9
4.3 Vowels
Khojki has a smaller repertoire of independent vowel letters than other Brahmi-based scripts. The letters𑈂
 and 𑈃  are used for writing both short and long forms of i and u, respectively.
The letters𑈅  and𑈇  represent diphthongs. Although they are attested in manuscripts and books,
Khojki originally did not have unique letters for these vowels. In early Khojki records, diphthongs are
generally represented as diagraphs, eg. <𑈀  +𑈄 > →𑈀𑈄 ; <𑈀  + 𑈃> →𑈀𑈃 .
Several variant forms of vowel letters are attested: 𑈀𑈰 = 𑈄 ; 𑈀𑈲 and 𑈃𑈲 = 𑈆 . Although several charts
show unique letters for * and *, the actual use of such forms is rarer and the characters are not proposed
for encoding (see Section 5 for more details).
Some independent vowel letters may be represented using a combination of a base vowel letter and a depen-
dent vowel sign. This practice is not recommended. Independent characters should be used instead:
  
𑈁    𑈀    + ◌𑈬   
𑈅    𑈀    + ◌ 𑈱   
𑈇    𑈀    + ◌𑈳   
If a variant form of a vowel letter must be represented, it is advised that it be managed at the font level
through the creation of a new glyph for the letter, rather than producing by using encoded forms as character
primitives. For example, the𑈀𑈲 variant of 𑈆  should not be represented as <𑈀  + ◌𑈲   >.
4.4 Vowel Signs
The repertoire of dependent vowel signs is larger than that of independent vowel letters. There are separate
signs for  and , but no form for *, the single sign ◌ 𑈯 being used for both short and long forms.The vowel
signs , , and  have contextual variant forms (see Section 4.6 for details).
The ◌𑈲    is often written by placing the ◌ 𑈰 element above the consonant letter, eg. 𑈢𑈰 𑈬.
9 Asani 1987: 449.
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4.5 Consonant Letters
As discussed in Section 3.2, there is considerable variation in character-glyph assignments for consonant
letters. The table below shows the proposed assignment of glyphs to characters, along with other phonemes
the glyph is attested as representing:
  
     
𑈊 گ /g/  /ɠ/, /gʱ/
𑈋 ڳ /ɠ/  /g/, /gr/
𑈌 ھگ /gʱ/  /g/, /ɠ/
𑈐 ج /ʤ/  /ʄ/, /ʤʰ/
𑈑 ڄ /ʄ/  /ʤ/, /ʤʰ/, /z/
𑈖 ڊ /ɖ/  /ɳ/, /ɽ/
𑈘 ڻ /ɳ/  /ɖ/, /ɽ/
𑈛 د /d/  /dʱ/
𑈜 ڏ /ᶑ/  /d/, /dʱ/
𑈝 ڌ /dʱ/  /d/, /ʤʰ/
𑈡 ب /b/  /ɓ/, /bʱ/
𑈢 ٻ /ɓ/  /b/, /bʱ/
𑈣 ڀ /bʱ/  /ɓ/
𑈫 ڙ /ɽ/  /ɭ/
Several consonant letters have attested variant forms. These forms are shown in figures 16–19.
4.6 Consonant-Vowel Combinations
Several combinations of consonant letters and vowel signs are represented as ligatures. Some vowel signs
take contextual forms when combined with certain consonant letters. These behaviors are observed with the
following vowel signs:
• ◌𑈭    This is written to the right of the consonant. It has the contextual form ◌. The
regular sign ◌𑈭 is written with characters that have right descenders: 𑈎 → ci, 𑈨 → vi, etc.;
and those that possess a final right stroke that terminates at the baseline: 𑈈 → ki, 𑈛  →
di, 𑈪  → hi. The variant ◌ is used with characters that have rounded right edges: 𑈏  →
 chi,𑈍 → ṅi, 𑈔 → tị, 𑈜 → ḏi, 𑈦 → ri.
• ◌𑈮    This sign is written to the right of the consonant letter. It has the contextual form
◌. The regular sign ◌𑈮 is used with characters that have rounded right edges: 𑈏 → chī. The
variant form ◌ is written with characters possessing right descenders: 𑈎  → cī, 𑈞  →
nī, etc., and with characters with final strokes that terminate at the baseline: 𑈈  → kī, 𑈠 
→ phī, 𑈪 → hī.
• ◌ 𑈯    This sign is generally written as an extension of the basic final stroke of a character:
𑈈  → ku,𑈏  → chu, etc. With characters that possess a right descender, it is written at
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the terminus of the descender: 𑈎 →  cu,𑈌 →  ghu,𑈥 → yu, etc. It attaches to the
bottom of the glyph for characters with rounded shapes: 𑈕 → tḥu.
4.7 Consonant Conjuncts
Consonant clusters are typically limited to two consonants and are represented in three ways.
1. Atomic Ligatures There are four consonant conjuncts that are written in Khojki as atomic ligatures.
They are represented as <C1 +  + C2>:
 ksạ <𑈈  + ◌𑈵  +𑈩  + ◌ 𑈶 >
 jña <𑈐  + ◌𑈵  +𑈓 >
 tra <𑈙  + ◌𑈵  + 𑈦 >
 dra <𑈛  + ◌𑈵  + 𑈦 >
In most Indic scripts, the letter  represents a consonant conjunct produced with the sequence <
+  + >, eg. Devanagari <क + ◌ ् + ष> → ᭃ. However, Khojki does not have a character
 analogous to ष +0937   . The absence of  in Khojki requires
an alternate method of producing . Such circumstances might suggest that  be encoded as an
atomic character . However, it is recommended that the glyph be treated as a ligature. It is to be
represented as shown above. The sequence𑈩  + ◌ 𑈶  is used for representing sibilant sounds
such as /ʃ/ śa (), and may theoretically be used for representing /ʂ/ ṣa ().
2. Full-Form of Consonant + Visible Virama This is the most commonmethod for writing consonant
conjuncts, eg. 𑈈𑈵𑈥 kya. Such conjuncts are represented as <C1 +  +  + C2>.
3. Full-Form of Consonant + Reduced Form of Final Consonant This type of conjunct is repre-
sented as <C1 +  +  + C2>. It is typically used for writing clusters involving 𑈦  as
the second element:
The conjunct /gr/ is represented as 𑈋 ( +  + ); this is the same glyph for .
In some cases,𑈥  also appears as the second element in a conjunct using the reduced form , eg.
𑈈 kya.
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4.8 Geminate Consonants
Geminate consonants are marked by the sign ◌ 𑈷 . The sign is written above the consonant letter that
is doubled. In the example below, the consonant sequence /lla/ is represented as 𑈧𑈷 ( + ), not as a
conjunct using . This practice is similar to that in Gurmukhi, where the ◌ ੱ +0A71  
 is used to denote doubled consonants, and also in the Arabic script, where the ◌ّ +0651 
 is used.
When  occurs with other combining signs, the positioning of the sign changes. If it occurs with ◌ 𑈰
   and ◌ 𑈱   , the  is written to the right of the vowel sign. If  occurs
with , the two signs are stacked vertically with  above .
4.9 Nasalization
Nasalization is indicated by the sign ◌𑈴 . It is written to the right of the letter or sign with which it
combines, as shown below. Also shown is the character ◌ , which is written centered above the combining
base. It is regarded as a variant form of  and is attested in several manuscripts and lithographs.
It is possible that it may be represent a contextual variant of  or a character similar to the ◌ ँ
 found in other Indic scripts. In the specimen, the form ◌  appears only in conjunction with ◌𑈬
  , which may affirm its -like function of vowel nasalization. Further analysis
is required to determine if there is any true semantic distinction between the forms.
4.10 
The ◌ 𑈶  is used for producing characters to represent sounds not native to Sindhi. The sign may be
written with vowel letters, vowel signs, and consonant letters. The Khojki  is written above a letter:
It has a variant shape, which is the inverted form ◌ .
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In Khojki,  is used primarily to represent Arabic letters and sounds. This is done by writing 
above a Khojki character whose phonetic value most closely matches that of the foreign sound being accom-
modated. The list of attested  letters in Khojki is:
 
ʿ ◌𑈬𑈶    +  ع +0639   
ʿ 𑈀𑈶   +  ع +0639   
ʿ 𑈄𑈶   +  ع +0639   
qa 𑈈𑈶  +  ق +0642   
k̲h̲a 𑈉𑈶  +  خ +062E   
ġa 𑈊𑈶  +  غ +063A   
za 𑈐𑈶  +  ذ +0630   
za 𑈐𑈶  +  ز +0632   
za 𑈐𑈶  +  ض +0636   
za 𑈐𑈶  +  ظ +0638   
t̤a 𑈙𑈶  +  ط +0637   
fa 𑈠𑈶  +  ف +0641   
śa 𑈩𑈶  +  ش +0634   
sa 𑈩𑈶  +  ص +0635   
ḥa 𑈪𑈶  +  ح +062D   
In some cases, the  is used for marking abbreviations for common Arabic benedictions:
1. 𑈀𑈶𑈬 = مالسلا هيلع ʿalai-hi as-salām ‘peace be upon him’.
2. 𑈩𑈬𑈶 = ّملس و هيلع ﷲ ىلص ṣallā allāhu ʿalai-hi wa sallam ‘God bless him and grant him salvation’. It
corresponds toﷺ +FDFA     .
When  occurs with other combining signs, the positioning of the sign changes. If it occurs with ◌ 𑈰
   and ◌ 𑈱   , the  is written to the right of the vowel sign. If  occurs
with , the two signs are stacked vertically with  above .
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4.11 Punctuation
Word Boundaries Khojki separates words using 𑈺  :
The   may appear at the beginning and end of a line. It resembles characters such as ◌ः
+0903   ; Khojki does not use .
Sentence Boundaries The 𑈸  and 𑈹   are used to mark the end of sentences.
  is also used to mark verse sections. Typically,   is written with  -
 to the left and right of verse numbers:
Section Marks The characters 𑈻   and 𑈼    appear frequently in
Khojki manuscripts as punctuation that delimit the end of a section or another larger block of text. Both
section marks are found in manuscripts. The   is generally used to mark the end of a sentence,
while    is used to delimit larger blocks of text, such as paragraphs. Both generally
extend to the margin of the text-block.
Other Punctuation Latin punctuation marks are used in printed Khojki:
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4.12 Abbreviations
The 𑈽   is used formarking abbreviations. In the example below, the abbreviations indicate
verse repetition:
4.13 Verse Numbering
Verse numbers are often marked in Khojki texts using an overline. The overline spans all of the digits in a
number and indicates that they belong to a set. This overline should be managed at the presentation level.
The use of ◌̅ +0305   is not recommended because while it visually represents a
‘verse marker’, it does not possess any semantic properties of such a marker.
4.14 Digits
Khojki digits generally resemble Gujarati forms— ૦ ૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ ૮ ૯—andmay be unified with Gujarati
digits (U+0AE6..U+0AEF). See Figure 6 for an example of Gujarati digits in printed Khojki text.
4.15 Number Forms and Unit Marks
Number forms and unit marks are found in Khojki documents (see Figure 3). The most common characters
are signs for writing fractions: eg. ꠳ +A833     , ꠱ +A831 
   , etc.; placeholding marks: eg. ꠶ +A836    ; and
currency marks: eg. ꠸ +A838    .
In the specimen below, the parenthesis-like character represents ꠸ +A838    . The
number form represents the currency value of ‘8 ānā’.
These characters may be represented using those already encoded in the ‘Common Indic Number Forms’
block (U+A830..U+A83F).10
4.16 Collation
The collating order for Khojki is as follows:
10 See Pandey (2007) for more information on these characters.
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𑈀  >𑈁  >𑈂  > 𑈃  >𑈄  >𑈅  > 𑈆  >𑈇  >𑈈  > 𑈉  >𑈊  > 𑈋  >
𑈌  >𑈍  > 𑈎  >𑈏  > 𑈐  >𑈑  >𑈓  > 𑈔  > 𑈕  >𑈖  >
𑈗  >𑈘  >𑈙  >𑈚  > 𑈛  > 𑈜  >𑈝  > 𑈞  > 𑈟  >𑈠  >
𑈡  > 𑈢  > 𑈣  >𑈤  >𑈥  > 𑈦  > 𑈧  > 𑈨  >𑈩  > 𑈪  >𑈫  >
◌𑈬   > ◌𑈭   > ◌𑈮   > ◌ 𑈯   > ◌ 𑈰   > ◌ 𑈱   > ◌𑈲   >
◌𑈳   > ◌𑈴  > ◌𑈵 
Combinations of letters with ◌ 𑈶  and ◌ 𑈷  are sorted with the base letter.
4.17 Linebreaking
Khojki has the following linebreaking requirements:
• All vowel letters, vowel signs, and consonant letters behave as in Devanagari.
• The , , and  behave as in Devanagari.
• The  behaves like +0A71   .
• The  and   behave like the corresponding characters in Devanagari.
• The   and    behave like the corresponding characters in Kaithi.
• The   may appear at the beginning and end of a line.
• The   may not appear at the beginning of a line.
4.18 Character Properties
The properties for Khojki characters in the Unicode Character Database format are:
11200;KHOJKI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11201;KHOJKI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11202;KHOJKI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11203;KHOJKI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11204;KHOJKI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11205;KHOJKI LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11206;KHOJKI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11207;KHOJKI LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11208;KHOJKI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11209;KHOJKI LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1120A;KHOJKI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1120B;KHOJKI LETTER GGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1120C;KHOJKI LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1120D;KHOJKI LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1120E;KHOJKI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1120F;KHOJKI LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11210;KHOJKI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11211;KHOJKI LETTER JJA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11212;<reserved>
11213;KHOJKI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11214;KHOJKI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11215;KHOJKI LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11216;KHOJKI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11217;KHOJKI LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11218;KHOJKI LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11219;KHOJKI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1121A;KHOJKI LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1121B;KHOJKI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1121C;KHOJKI LETTER DDDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1121D;KHOJKI LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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1121E;KHOJKI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122F;KHOJKI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11220;KHOJKI LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11221;KHOJKI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11222;KHOJKI LETTER BBA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11223;KHOJKI LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11224;KHOJKI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11225;KHOJKI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11226;KHOJKI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11227;KHOJKI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11228;KHOJKI LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11229;KHOJKI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122A;KHOJKI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122B;KHOJKI LETTER LLA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122C;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN AA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1122D;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122E;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122F;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11230;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11231;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11232;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11233;KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11234;KHOJKI SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11235;KHOJKI SIGN VIRAMA;Mc;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11236;KHOJKI SIGN NUKTA;Mn;7;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11237;KHOJKI SIGN SHADDA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11238;KHOJKI DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11239;KHOJKI DOUBLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1123A;KHOJKI WORD SEPARATOR;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1123B;KHOJKI SECTION MARK;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1123C;KHOJKI DOUBLE SECTION MARK;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1122D;KHOJKI ABBREVIATION SIGN;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
4.19 ‘Confusable’ Characters
Below is a list of Khojki characters that are ‘confusable’ with those in other script blocks in the UCS:
112OE KHOJKI LETTER CA ; 091C DEVANAGARI LETTER JA
11223 KHOJKI LETTER BHA ; 091E DEVANAGARI LETTER NYA
1123F KHOJKI WORD SEPARATOR ; 0903 DEVANAGARI SIGN VISARGA
5 Characters Not Proposed
The proposed repertoire does not include some characters that are shown in some of the above sources,
such as *, *, *. The decision not to encode these characters is based upon the lack of evidence that
attests their use. There is sufficient space in the Khojki block for including these characters should additional
research suggest the need to encode them.
Although the character set proposed for Khojki is an idealized inventory intended to enable the complete
encoding of Khojki documents, there are some characters that appear in Khojki script charts, but are not
proposed for encoding at present for one or more of the following reasons: (a) insufficient information
regarding the characters and their properties; (b) the possibility of representing a character with another of
similar or equal function; (c) unattested use outside of a script chart.
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1.  Independent forms of  and  are generally not distinguished and both are represented by 𑈂 .
However, Figure 14 shows the glyph for . This glyph may be a variant of𑈂  or𑈥 .
2.  Independent forms of  and  are generally not distinguished and both are represented by 𑈃 .
However, Figure 14 shows the glyph used for . This glyph may be a variant form of 𑈃  or 𑈆 .
3.  Several sources show /ʤʱ/ represented using the seemingly unique letter, cf. Allana (1969),
Asani (1992). This letter may simply be a form of 𑈐 . In fact,  and𑈑  are attested for writing
/ʤʱ/. Space has been reserved for  should additional research prove that a unique letter exists.
4.  The glyph is used for writing , but it is also used for representing any non-native Sindhi
sibilant, eg. ص +0635   . It may be composed using the sequence 𑈩  + ◌ 𑈶
.
5.  Some sources show the character used for representing /q/ (ق +0642   ):
The following specimen from a printed book shows  represented with both𑈈 and. Both glyphs
are used to write the word kalāma (𑈧𑈬𑈤 /𑈈𑈧𑈬𑈤) and are semantically identical:
Below, the glyph is shown as a variant form of :
6. Characters for kṣa, jña, tra, dra Khojki charts traditionally show the characters  kṣa,  jña, 
tra, and dra as part of the alphabetic repertoire. The inclusion of these four characters in traditional
character charts for Khojki is analogous to the inclusion of the conjuncts ᭃ kṣa, ᮢ tra, and ᭄ jña in
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charts of Devanagari for languages such Hindi. They are enumerated as characters of various scripts
on account of their unique shapes, which masks the consonant characters that constitute them. They
are not atomic characters, but consonant conjuncts, and they should be handled as such.
7.     Authors of Khojki instructional books often attempted to extend the script
by borrowing orthographic practices fromDevanagari. As shown below, one such script primer, Sindhī
pahelī copadị̄, introduces the character ◌, the dependent form of ऋ +090B  
 , for transcribing words of Sanskrit origin. The book also specifies diacritic marks for
representing conjunct with .
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ka 𑈈    ڪ +06AA    
kha 𑈉    ک +06A9   
ga 𑈀    گ +06AF   
ḡa 𑈋    ڳ +06B3   
gha 𑈌    ھگ +06AF    + +06BE   
ṅa 𑈍    ڱ +06B1   
ca 𑈎    چ +0686   
cha 𑈏    ڇ +0687   
ja 𑈐    ج +062C   
ȷ̄a 𑈑    ڄ +0684   
ña 𑈓    ڃ +0683   
tạ 𑈔    ٽ +067D        
tḥa 𑈕    ٺ +067A   
dạ 𑈖    ڊ +068A      
dḥa 𑈗    ڍ +068D   
nạ 𑈘    ڻ +06BB   
ta 𑈙    ت +062A   
tha 𑈚    ٿ +067F   
da 𑈛    د +062F   
ḏa 𑈜    ڏ +068F        
dha 𑈝    ڌ +068C   
na 𑈞    ن +0646   
pa 𑈟    پ +067E   
pha 𑈠    ڦ +06A6   
ba 𑈡    ب +0628   
ḇa 𑈢    ٻ +067B   
bha 𑈣    ڀ +0680   
ma 𑈤    م +0645   
ya 𑈥    ي +064A   
ra 𑈦    ر +0631   
la 𑈧    ل +0644   
rạ 𑈫    ڙ +0699       
va 𑈨    و +0648   
sa 𑈩    س +0633   
ha 𑈪    ہ +06C1    
Table 1: Correspondences between Khojki and Sindhi-Arabic letters. See Section 4.10 for corre-
spondences produced using .
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   
 𑈈 𑊺 ਕ क
 𑈉 𑊻 ਖ ख
 𑈊 𑊼 ਗ ग
 𑈋 𑊽 — ॻ
 𑈌 𑊾 ਘ घ
 𑈍 𑊿 ਙ ङ
 𑈎 𑋀 ਚ च
 𑈏 𑋁 ਛ छ
 𑈐 𑋂 ਜ ज
 𑈑 𑋃 — ॼ
 — 𑋄 ਝ झ
 𑈓 𑋅 ਞ ञ
 𑈔 𑋆 ਟ ट
 𑈕 𑋇 ਠ ठ
 𑈖 𑋈 ਡ ड
 𑈗 𑋋 ਢ ढ
 𑈘 𑋌 ਣ ण
 𑈙 𑋍 ਤ त
 𑈚 𑋎 ਥ थ
   
 𑈛 𑋏 ਦ द
 𑈜 𑋉 — ॾ
 𑈝 𑋐 ਧ ध
 𑈞 𑋑 ਨ न
 𑈟 𑋒 ਪ प
 𑈠 𑋓 ਫ फ
 𑈡 𑋔 ਬ ब
 𑈢 𑋕 — ॿ
 𑈣 𑋖 ਭ भ
 𑈤 𑋗 ਮ म
 𑈥 𑋘 ਯ य
 𑈦 𑋙 ਰ र
 𑈧 𑋚 ਲ ल
 𑈨 𑋛 ਵ व
 — 𑋜 ਸ਼ श
 𑈩 𑋝 ਸ स
 𑈪 𑋞 ਹ ह
 𑈫 — ਲ਼ ळ
 — 𑋊 ੜ —
Table 2: Consonant letters of Khojki, Khudawadi, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari.
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   
 𑈀 𑊰 ਅ अ
 𑈁 𑊱 ਆ आ
 𑈂 𑊲 ਇ इ
 — 𑊳 ਈ ई
 𑈃 𑊴 ਉ उ
 — 𑊵 ਊ ऊ
 𑈄 𑊶 ਏ ए
 𑈅 𑊷 ਐ ऐ
 𑈆 𑊸 ਓ ओ
 𑈇 𑊹 ਔ औ
   
- — — — —
- ◌𑈬 ◌𑋠 ◌ਾ ◌ा
- ◌𑈭 ◌ 𑋡 ਿ◌ ि◌
- ◌𑈮 ◌𑋢 ◌ੀ ◌ी
- ◌𑈯 ◌ 𑋣 ◌ੁ ◌ु
- — ◌ 𑋤 ◌ੂ ◌ू
- ◌𑈰 ◌ 𑋥 ◌ੇ ◌े
- ◌𑈱 ◌ 𑋦 ◌ੈ ◌ै
- ◌𑈲 ◌ 𑋧 ◌ੋ ◌ो
- ◌𑈳 ◌ 𑋨 ◌ੌ ◌ौ
Table 3: Vowel letters and signs of Khojki, Khudawadi, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari.
   
 — 𑋰 ੦ ०
 — 𑋱 ੧ १
 — 𑋲 ੨ २
 — 𑋳 ੩ ३
 — 𑋴 ੪ ४
   
 — 𑋵 ੫ ५
 — 𑋶 ੬ ६
 — 𑋷 ੭ ७
 — 𑋸 ੮ ८
 — 𑋹 ੯ ९
Table 4: Digits of Khojki, Khudawadi, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari. Khojki uses Gujarati digits.
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1124FKhojki11200
1120 1121 1122 1123 1124
𑈀
𑈁
𑈂
𑈃
𑈄
𑈅
𑈆
𑈇
𑈈
𑈉
𑈊
𑈋
𑈌
𑈍
𑈎
𑈏
𑈐
𑈑
𑈓
𑈔
𑈕
𑈖
𑈗
𑈘
𑈙
𑈚
𑈛
𑈜
𑈝
𑈞
𑈟
𑈠
𑈡
𑈢
𑈣
𑈤
𑈥
𑈦
𑈧
𑈨
𑈩
𑈪
𑈫
$𑈬
$𑈭
$𑈮
$ 𑈯
$ 𑈰
$ 𑈱
$𑈲
$𑈳
$𑈴
$𑈵
$ 𑈶
$ 𑈷
𑈸
𑈹
𑈺
𑈻
𑈼
𑈽
11200
11201
11202
11203
11204
11205
11206
11207
11208
11209
1120A
1120B
1120C
1120D
1120E
1120F
11210
11211
11213
11214
11215
11216
11217
11218
11219
1121A
1121B
1121C
1121D
1121E
1121F
11220
11221
11222
11223
11224
11225
11226
11227
11228
11229
1122A
1122B
1122C
1122D
1122E
1122F
11230
11231
11232
11233
11234
11235
11236
11237
11238
11239
1123A
1123B
1123C
1123D
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F
Figure 1: Proposed code chart for Khojki.
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Printed using UniBook™
(http://www.unicode.org/unibook/)
Date: 20-Nov-2010 2
1123DKhojki11200
1123C 𑈼 KHOJKI DOUBLE SECTION MARK
1123D 𑈽 KHOJKI ABBREVIATION SIGNIndependent vowels11200 𑈀 KHOJKI LETTER A
11201 𑈁 KHOJKI LETTER AA
11202 𑈂 KHOJKI LETTER I
11203 𑈃 KHOJKI LETTER U
11204 𑈄 KHOJKI LETTER E
11205 𑈅 KHOJKI LETTER AI
11206 𑈆 KHOJKI LETTER O
11207 𑈇 KHOJKI LETTER AU
Consonants
11208 𑈈 KHOJKI LETTER KA
11209 𑈉 KHOJKI LETTER KHA
1120A 𑈊 KHOJKI LETTER GA
1120B 𑈋 KHOJKI LETTER GGA
1120C 𑈌 KHOJKI LETTER GHA
1120D 𑈍 KHOJKI LETTER NGA
1120E 𑈎 KHOJKI LETTER CA
1120F 𑈏 KHOJKI LETTER CHA
11210 𑈐 KHOJKI LETTER JA
11211 𑈑 KHOJKI LETTER JJA
11212 " <reserved>
11213 𑈓 KHOJKI LETTER NYA
11214 𑈔 KHOJKI LETTER TTA
11215 𑈕 KHOJKI LETTER TTHA
11216 𑈖 KHOJKI LETTER DDA
11217 𑈗 KHOJKI LETTER DDHA
11218 𑈘 KHOJKI LETTER NNA
11219 𑈙 KHOJKI LETTER TA
1121A 𑈚 KHOJKI LETTER THA
1121B 𑈛 KHOJKI LETTER DA
1121C 𑈜 KHOJKI LETTER DDDA
1121D 𑈝 KHOJKI LETTER DHA
1121E 𑈞 KHOJKI LETTER NA
1121F 𑈟 KHOJKI LETTER PA
11220 𑈠 KHOJKI LETTER PHA
11221 𑈡 KHOJKI LETTER BA
11222 𑈢 KHOJKI LETTER BBA
11223 𑈣 KHOJKI LETTER BHA
11224 𑈤 KHOJKI LETTER MA
11225 𑈥 KHOJKI LETTER YA
11226 𑈦 KHOJKI LETTER RA
11227 𑈧 KHOJKI LETTER LA
11228 𑈨 KHOJKI LETTER VA
11229 𑈩 KHOJKI LETTER SA
1122A 𑈪 KHOJKI LETTER HA
1122B 𑈫 KHOJKI LETTER LLA
Dependent vowel signs
1122C $𑈬 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN AA
1122D $𑈭 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN I
1122E $𑈮 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN II
1122F $ 𑈯 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN U
11230 $ 𑈰 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN E
11231 $ 𑈱 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN AI
11232 $𑈲 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN O
11233 $𑈳 KHOJKI VOWEL SIGN AU
Various signs
11234 $𑈴 KHOJKI SIGN ANUSVARA
11235 $𑈵 KHOJKI SIGN VIRAMA
11236 $ 𑈶 KHOJKI SIGN NUKTA
11237 $ 𑈷 KHOJKI SIGN SHADDA
Punctuation
11238 𑈸 KHOJKI DANDA
11239 𑈹 KHOJKI DOUBLE DANDA
1123A 𑈺 KHOJKI WORD SEPARATOR
1123B 𑈻 KHOJKI SECTION MARK
Figure 2: Proposed names list for Khojki.
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Figure 3: Title page of the𑈩𑈲 𑈁 (So Kīrīā) printed in Khojki and Gujarati (from Shackle
and Moir 1992: 33). North Indic number forms and the +A838     are
used to indicate the price of the item.
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>> 
KT-Cerebra l s 
Dental 
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Figure 8: Chart of the Khojki script (from Allana 1969: 26)
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Figure 9: Chart of Khojki printed in a modern primer (from Tajddin 1989: 10).
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Figure 11: Inventory of Khojki (‘Khwājās’) vowel letters from Grierson (1905: 15).
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Figure 12: Inventory of Khojki (‘Khwājās’) consonant letters from Grierson (1905: 16).
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Figure 13: Inventory of Khojki (‘Khwājās’) consonant letters from Grierson (1905: 17).
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Figure 14: Inventory of Khojki independent vowel letters (from Asani 1992: 678).
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Figure 15: Inventory of Khojki dependent vowel signs (from Asani 1992: 679).
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Figure 16: Inventory of Khojki consonants: b to dy (from Asani 1992: 680).
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Figure 17: Inventory of Khojki consonants: jh to s (from Asani 1992: 681).
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Figure 18: Inventory of Khojki consonants: sh to l (from Asani 1992: 682).
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Figure 19: Inventory of Khojki consonants: m to dhr (from Asani 1992: 683).
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Figure 21: Traditional arrangement of Khojki characters, beginning with the traditional Sindhi
invocation𑈀𑈧𑈬𑈙𑈲𑈪𑈬𑈦 allā tohār (from Shackle and Moir 1992: 35).
Figure 22: Arrangement of Khojki characters based on the traditional Indic phonological pattern
(from Shackle and Moir 1992: 36).
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1 
Idealized Khojki Transliteration Table - Virani 
Idealized Khojki Transliteration Table 
Shafique N. Virani 
Last updated: June 3, 2008 
 Stops Nasals 
Unvoiced Voiced 
Unaspirated Aspirated Implosive Unaspirated Aspirated 
Velar Khojki k K g1 g G [ 
Transliteration
2
 
ka kha ḡa
3
 
ALA-LC g with 
diaeresis above 
ga gha ṅa 
Sindhi (Arabic) ڪ  ڳ گ   ڱ 
Sindhi (Dev) 
क ख 
U + 097b 
ग 
ग घ ङ 
Gujarati 
ક ખ  ગ ઘ ઙ 
Palatal Khojki c C J j  ] 
Transliteration 
ca
4
 cha ? 
ALA-LC j with 
diaeresis above, 
replacing tittle 
(maybe use U + 
0135 or U + 
01F0?) 
ja  ña 
Sindhi (Arabic) چ ڇ ڄ ج  ڃ 
Sindhi (Dev) 
च छ 
U + 097c 
ज 
 
ञ 
Figure 28: A transliteration for Khojki proposed by Shafique Virani (fromVirani 2008). Continued
in Figure 29.
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2 
Idealized Khojki Transliteration Table - Virani 
ज 
Gujarati 
ચ છ 
 
જ 
 
ઞ 
Cerebral Khojki T @  D $ N 
Transliteration 
ṭa ṭha  ḍa ḍha ṇa 
Sindhi (Arabic) ٽ ٺ  ڊ ڍ ڻ 
Sindhi (Dev) 
ट ठ 
 
ड ढ ण 
Gujarati 
ટ ઠ  ડ ઢ ણ 
Dental Khojki t Z d z J n 
Transliteration 
Ta tha ḏa 
ALA-LC d with 
diaeresis below 
da dha na 
Sindhi (Arabic) ت ٿ ڏ، ڎ  د ڌ ن 
Sindhi (Dev) 
त थ 
द (ALA-LC) 
ड (U + 097e) 
(Lekhwani's CIIL 
publication - 
used for 
Unicode) 
द ध न 
Gujarati 
ત થ  દ ધ ન 
Labial Khojki p f b B n  m 
Transliteration 
pa pha ḇa  
ALA-LC b 
diaeresis below 
ba bha ma 
Figure 29: A transliteration for Khojki proposed by Shafique Virani (fromVirani 2008). Continued
in Figure 30.
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3 
Idealized Khojki Transliteration Table - Virani 
Sindhi (Arabic) پ ڦ ٻ ب ڀ م 
Sindhi (Dev) 
प फ 
U+097F 
ब 
ब भ म 
Gujarati 
પ ફ  બ ભ મ 
Semivowels 
Khojki 
y  r  l  L   v 
Transliteration ya  ra  la  ḷa  va 
Sindhi (Arabic) ي  ر  ل    و 
Sindhi (Dev) 
य  र  ल    व 
Gujarati 
ય  ર  લ  ળ  વ 
Sibilants Khojki s 
Transliteration sa 
Sindhi (Arabic) س 
Sindhi (Dev) 
स 
Gujarati 
સ 
Aspirant Khojki h 
Transliteration ha 
Sindhi (Arabic) & 
Sindhi (Dev) 
ह 
Gujarati 
હ 
Figure 30: A transliteration for Khojki proposed by Shafique Virani (fromVirani 2008). Continued
in Figure 31.
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4 
Idealized Khojki Transliteration Table - Virani 
Conjuncts 
Khojki 
R  X  x  P 
 
Transliteration dra5  j ña6  kṣa7  tra8 
Sindhi (Arabic)  
Sindhi (Dev)  
Gujarati  
Diacritic Letters 
Khojki 
S 
Transliteration sha 
Sindhi (Arabic)  
Sindhi (Dev)  
Gujarati  
 
                                                             
1 Characters in red are incorrectly represented in this chart. 
2 The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) has never been used, to the best of my knowledge, for 
transcribing Khojki, and it doesn't make sense to use it when most scholars working with the script have been 
using systems closer to the ALA-LC standards. 
3 Asani transliterates (oddly?) as nġ - find out if any standard transliteration system for Sindhi uses this, or 
whether it's his own invention. 
4 TDIL recommends cha and chha, as opposed to ALA-LC ca and cha.  http://tdil.mit.gov.in/. The Department 
of Information Technology initiated the TDIL (Technology Development for Indian Languages) with the 
objective of developing Information Processing Tools and Techniques to facilitate human-machine interaction 
without language barrier; creating and accessing multilingual knowledge resources; and integrating them to 
develop innovative user products and services. 
5 Asani changes from dhra (thesis) to dra (Ecstasy), Shackle and Moir give dra (pp. 35-36) 
6 Omitted by Shackle and Moir.  Asani has it in thesis and transcribes as gn, but omits in Ecstasy. 
7 This letter, in Sankrit and the NIA languages, is क + ष, the latter representing the retroflex sound sha.  
Khojki does not have separate character to distinguish this retroflex sibilant from the more common palatal.  
To differentiate it, however, from a possible ka + halant + sha combination, it may be best to adopt kṣa as the 
transliteration, and also to have a separate character for this in Unicode. 
8 This may have originally designated a ṭa sound. 
Figure 31: A transliteration for Khojki proposed by Shafique Virani (from Virani 2008).
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PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 
FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 106461  
Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html  for 
guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html. 
See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html  for latest Roadmaps. 
A. Administrative 
1. Title: Final Proposal to Encode the Khojki Script in ISO/IEC 10646  
2. Requester's name: Script Encoding Initiative (SEI) / Anshuman Pandey <pandey@umich.edu>  
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Liaison contribution  
4. Submission date: 2011-01-28  
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   
6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: Yes  
 (or) More information will be provided later:   
B. Technical – General 
1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters): Yes  
 Proposed name of script: Khojki  
 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:   
 Name of the existing block:   
2. Number of characters in proposal: 61  
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary X B.1-Specialized (small collection)    B.2-Specialized (large collection)   
 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   
 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic    G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? Yes  
 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? Yes  
 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Yes  
5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 
standard?  
 
 Anshuman Pandey  
 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 Anshuman Pandey <pandey@umich.edu>  
6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Yes  
 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? Yes  
7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes,  
 see proposal for additional details  
8. Additional Information: 
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UCD.html and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information 
needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
 
                                                     
1 Form number: N3702-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 
2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11) 
C. Technical - Justification  
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  
 If YES, with whom? Shafique Virani  <shafique.virani@utoronto.ca> 
Irfan Gowani <irfango@exchange.microsoft.com> 
 
 If YES, available relevant documents: See citations in text of proposal  
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  
 Reference: See text of proposal.  
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Common  
 Reference: See text of proposal.  
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  
 If YES, where?  Reference: See text of proposal.  
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? No  
 If YES, is a rationale provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to an existing character? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: See text of proposal.  
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: Combining vowel signs; see text of proposal  
 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
  control function or similar semantics? Yes  
 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary) Virama;   
 see text of proposal  
   
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)? No  
 If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?   
 If YES, reference:   
 
